Idaho High School Activities Association

2018 State Speech Championships
Madison High School  April 13-14

TEAM AWARDS

Large Schools
1st Madison – Bruce Benson, coach
2nd Eagle – Herby Kojima, coach
3rd Centennial – Paul Montreuil, coach

Medium Schools
1st Jerome – Scott Burton, coach
2nd Columbia – Jeff Stoppenhagen, coach
3rd Rigby – Brock Sondrup, coach

Small Schools
1st Shelley – Marcy Curr, coach
2nd Renaissance – Kyra Mauney, coach
3rd Sugar-Salem – Heidi Smith, coach

A EVENTS

Duo Interp
1. J Spencer / R Ramirez  Jerome
2. E McDonagh / J Garrett  Centennial
3. I Hadrick / R Thompson  Timberline

Informative Speaking
1. Gage Duffin  Shelley
2. Elbie Seibert  Columbia
3. Hatim Eujayl  Twin Falls

Extemporaneous
1. Titan Walker  Eagle
2. Keegan Wolfe  Madison
3. Alyson Corgatelli  Rigby

Panel Discussion
1. Cameron Thompson  Century
2. Kyle Morgan  Renaissance
3. Abigail Armstrong  Madison

Program of Oral Interpretation
1. Oluabuko Ogunrinola  Ridgevue
2. Magdalene Fay Campbell  Sugar-Salem
3. Bethany Bates  Kimberly

Radio/Broadcast Journalism
1. Joseph de Oliveira Tyler  Skyline
2. Emma Freitas  Columbia
3. Maximillian Byington  Borah

Retold Story
1. Bradley Calvin Collins  Mtn. View
2. Desiree Dennis  Madison
3. Shay Ruiz  Filer

B EVENTS

After Dinner
1. Jeffrey Zhou  Boise
2. Jose Maciel  Jerome
3. Emma Bright  Jerome

Humorous Interp
1. Colby Smith  Rigby
2. Waylon Nava  Columbia
3. Oliver Hancock  Madison

Impromptu
1. Emma Freitas  Columbia
2. Keegan Wolfe  Madison
3. Rosie McKamey  Madison

Oratorical Analysis
1. Gage Duffin  Shelley
2. D. Lazerath Haeberle  Mtn. Home
3. Jordyn Walhof  Capital

Original Oratory
1. Gabriel Luis Guerrero  Shelley
2. Carley Garner  Madison
3. Abigail Moone  Boise

Sales Speaking
1. Alexia Johnston  Renaissance
2. Silas Vaughn  Jerome
3. Daniel Jarvis  Madison

Serious Interp
1. Oluabuko Ogunrinola  Ridgevue
2. Ethan Bedell  Highland
3. Sarrah Delhadj  Centennial